In this paper, we proposed a learning algorithm for the neuro-fuzzy modeling using a learning rule to adapt clustering. The proposed algorithm includes the data partition, assigning the rule into the process of partition, and optimizing the parameters using predetermined threshold value in self-constructing algorithm. In order to improve the clustering, the learning method of neuro-fuzzy model is extended and the learning scheme has been modified such that the learning of overall model is extended based on the error-derivative learning. The effect of the proposed method is presented using simulation compare with previous ones.
INTRODUCTION
Basically, the modeling of neuro-fuzzy system are consisted of structure identification that determined the structure of model and parameters identification that optimized parameters. [1] [2] [3] . In the structure identification [2] , the type of model and number of fuzzy rules are determined. and in the parameter identification, learning algorithm is optimized by adjusting the parameters of models. The choice the number and the type of the membership function is important factor that determines the parameters at identification of structure, such that the system contains a particular characteristics [4] [5] .
General method uses the process of partitioning the input space in grid type, then uses all surface of input dimension to connect relevant neuro-fuzzy rules. In this case [2] , the grid partition method has an advantage that covered all input space, but in the case of increasing the dimension of input space and number of membership function, neuro-fuzzy rules are increased exponentially by connecting premise part and rule. These problems are weakened by employing the clustering method. The problem of grid partition is removed using clustering method which assigns the neuro-fuzzy rules [2] [4] [5] to the space with data not to the empty space and using a new approach that counts only the number of associated number of function without counting on the dimension of input. The clustering methods determined the number of clusters without information on the shape of density function. The second method estimates the parameters involved in the shape of density function with the knowledge on the number of clusters.
In the first case, the data density is generally used estimate the number of clusters using density function, such that the process of optimization may missed. Also, when the number of clusters is determined, the algorithm performs well when correctly choose the number of clusters and the number of patterns. However, when the number of clusters fails to represent the whole data, the algorithm's performance cannot be guaranteed.
In the modeling of neuro-fuzzy system, clustering methods are used for the initial parameters estimation of the model [4] [6] . In this case, clustering algorithm and neuro-fuzzy modeling is used in sequence. The input space partition optimization by clustering becomes ineffective when the parameters involved in the neuro-fuzzy modeling are changed. Basic learning method of general neuro-fuzzy modeling is based on updating the membership function of premise part using the error-derivative of model output.
In this paper, we propose a new learning algorithm that simultaneously inference a number of cluster and optimizes these parameters using the membership function of Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy model in the process of learning. Also, we extend the supervised learning to the unsupervised learning in learning by the clustering using feedback of error in every step of the overall model, we extend the clustering based learning from the error-derivative based ones, such that self-construct the neuro-fuzzy rules optimize these parameters.
Finally, we applied the proposed method for benchmark problems and obtained better results than previous ones function has the identity when data is the same,, and decrease exponentially when away from the mean. The data groups which are not affected by the proposed method still effective measuring the similarities between groups through cluster parameter estimation. So, we use the constrained magnitude of similarity using the predetermined threshold value ζ . (2) In this case, for varying the ζ , the results of clustering changes such that when ζ is large, it eliminates information on the current clusters and when ζ is small, ζ has no effect in the algorithm. So, in order to solve this problem, we modified the function of similarity measure from the equation
PROPOSED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Adding the condition of similarity constrained and the function of similarity measure in inverse type to the system, the clustering results are stabilized when sudden (very large or small) change of threshold occur. In the Fig. 1 , the range of similarity measure is showed in changing the predetermined threshold ζ . After inferencing the mean of cluster, these covariance j Σ is inferred using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [9] [10] [11] , with the prior probability as follows.
where ij u is a element of partition matrix U in j th cluster after the normalization step followed by the product step with prior probability in equation (6) and (7).
The initial number of cluster in proposed method is equal to number of data patterns. In the processing a algorithm, cluster parameters are converge with high densities of data space. And we introduce modified Subtractive clustering [2] [12] in learning step to solve that perform the high converging speed, difficult of converging in the case of large data set. In the algorithm, modified subtractive algorithm make a meaningful cluster using cumulative densities of inferred cluster only the meaningful cluster is represented in equation (8) .
Using the means that infers clusters, we eliminate the similarities in algorithm are calculate as shown in equation (9) and then neighbor clusters are eliminated. Figure 2 show the result that effects of eliminate at limit ε to 0.9 Fig. 2 Effect of ε After this step, centers of new meaningful clusters are inferred using equation (11) .
Algorithm from equation (8) to (11) repeats until termination conditions are satisfied. After the steps, the clustering algorithm learns one epoch then check the termination 
LEARNING METHOD AND NEURO-FUZZY MODEL

TSK fuzzy model
We use Tagaki-Sugeno-Kang(TSK) fuzzy model which have the properties that have linguistic inputs and polynomial output show its model from layer 1 to layer 5 in figure 3 in fig  3 .
Fig. 3 TSK Fuzzy Inference System
We use the model whose outputs organize linear equation type and it has not de-fuzzifier step as Mamdani model. The model constructs more compact and it easily obtain consequent parameters using least mean square method. In example, if the model is organize the two dimensional input and one dimensional output, the relation between input and output is described by i th rule base are represented in (12) . (12) Figure 4 shows concept of input-output relation of TSK fuzzy models.
Fig. 4 Concept of TSK Fuzzy Inference System
The overall output of model are inferred by weighted average using each rule bases as (13) . 
In the overall model, self-constructing clustering are used to estimate the number of cluster and optimize the parameters in learning step. The inferenced parameters directly used to the neuro-fuzzy model and to learn the consequent parameters by least square method. In the continuous learning process, proposed model is constructed of the structure identification and the parameter identification simultaneously. We extended the proposed model by clustering based learning instead general error derivative based learning as shown in Figure 5 . 
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Example 1 : Box-Jenkins Gas Furnace
Box and Jenkins gas furnace data [2] is conventional ly nonlinear time series experiments at sampling with each 9 sec and composed input-output data pairs with 296 data sets. The input is flow of methane and output is rate of 2 CO and given data set is composed as
at same times.
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June 2-5, KINTEX, Gyeonggi-Do, Korea Fig. 6 Input Selection of Jang's method Using the Jang's input selection method, we choose the training and checking data ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Also We select the training data set from odd number of data pairs and use checking data set of the whole data.
Using the input-output relation, we constructed the TSK neuro-fuzzy model as (18) .
(1) Clustering Results
Firstly we set predetermined threshold ζ to 0.1 and consequent similarity t to 0.2 and learning 50th epoch. In this learning, learned model has 14 clusters and the Root Mean Square Error of training(learning) step has 0.1037 and error of checking step has 0.1697. Fig. 7 shows the results of clustering after training step in premise part. in Box-Jenkins gas furnace data Fig. 9 Membership function of ( )
in Box-Jenkins gas furnace data In the figure 10 and 11, we show output of training data and checking data after the learning. As following of figure inferred outputs are very similar to given output data. Compares the results with previous one using RMSE. As shown in table 1, the proposed system reduces not only RMSE with training data, but also RMSE with checking data. [19] 95.570 T. P. Hong, J. B. Chen [20] 95.570 C. H. Chang, S. M. Chen [21] 96.070 T. P. Wu, S. M. Chen [22] 96.210 F. M. Tsai, S. M. Chen [23] 95.833 J. L. Csstro, J. J. Castro-Schez, J. M. Zurita [24] 96.600 In the iris classification, the optimzied model has no error in classifying the training data but has some error in the checking process, some papers have reported both classified with no error.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new leaning scheme of neuro-fuzzy model with self-constructing clustering method. The proposed model extend the learning method from error derivative based to clustering based, and automatically identifies the structures and parameters of neuro-fuzzy model simultaneously in modeling process and shows through simulation the benefits comparing with previous ones.
1. Using the self-constructed clustering, proposed algorithm perform detecting the number of clusters and optimizing its parameters simultaneously.
2. In the overall model, the proposed a clustering based learning by the structure identification and the parameter identification using clustering method.
